
UsFlex®
Fenner Dunlop Engineered Conveyor Solutions

Fenner Dunlop’s premium 
and longest lasting fabric 

conveyor belt!



UsFlex®

Fenner Dunlop's revolutionary concept in 
straight-warp conveyor belting - 
the UsFlex Single Unit "S" Series and 
Dual Unit "D" Series - incorporates both 
carcass style and tension rating.

UsFlex® is manufactured within a high 

meets the needs of the conveyor belt 
industry’s toughest applications.

Fenner Dunlop’s premium and 
longest lasting fabric conveyor belt!

Fill
Binder Warp

Basic Straight Warp

While traditional plied belting utilizes a 
conventional crimp-weave fabric in plain 
or crow’s foot patterns the UsFlex® 
straight-warp carcass construction 

concept. The lengthwise and crosswise 
belt strength is concentrated in parallel 
planes of heavyweight, high-tenacity 
straight yarns which are then locked 
together by a unique binder system. Each 
of these planes provides the reinforcing 

fabric with no crimping to weaken the 
yarns and cause stretch. The carcass 
binder system acts as a built-in breaker to 
resist impact and puncture.

Straight-warp Construction

UsFlex® Tension Ratings

 Series S2 = 245 PIW
 Series S3 = 330 PIW
 Series S4 = 440 PIW
 Series S5 = 550 PIW
 Series D6 = 660 PIW
 Series D8 = 800 PIW
 Series D10 = 1000 PIW
 Series D12 = 1250 PIW
 Series D15 = 1500 PIW

Super UsFlex Tension Ratings
 Series D 18 = 1800 PIW
 Series D 20 = 2000 PIW



The value you get from UsFlex® equates to:

Longer belt life in tough service.

Greater cost savings per ton conveyed.

More tonnage produced due to less down time.

Greater rip, tear & impact resistance. 

High strength.

Excellent load support, troughability, 
and tracking.

Increased insurance against damaged belt.

Impact resistance up to three times greater 
than traditional plied belt constructions.

of the equivalent rated multi-ply belts.

Supported by Fenner Dunlop’s premier 
distribution network.
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100% Safe Behavior & Conditions, Today!

Contact your local Fenner Dunlop Distributor 
to place your orders today!
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